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NEW FINANCIAL YEAR SALE!

5. VICTORIA 187083 £5 Statute issue
£5
Black
and
Green overprinted
Specimen, superbly fresh mint lightly
hinged…..$ 475.00

About this list — With the price of everything
else going up, with that in mind, I am here
offering the best value for money stamps I
have been able to offer for some time—enjoy!
AUSTRALIAN STATES

6. VICTORIA 1879-1900 Stamp Duty, a stunning cto £10
Violet ASC F36 just …………………………………..$ 99.00
7. WESTERN AUSTRALIA 1854-60 ASC
5, this is a superb four margin example
very fine used of this difficult stamp
for………………………………….$399.00

KANGAROOS
1. NEW SOUTH WALES 1897 Consumptive Homes set,
one of my favourite sets of stamps, mint, the 2/6 has no
gum but still magnificent for………………………...$ 99.00
2. SOUTH AUSTRALIA 1902 1/- Long
Tom error, Postage and one shilling
printed “red brown” ASC68a, Brock’s
Creek squared circle cancellation,
lightly creased with manuscript ink
mark on face, a very scarce stamp
missing from most State collections
and postally used is actually scarcer
than mint………………………...$349.00
3. VICTORIA 1860-66
6d Orange Beaded oval ASC24m SG93,
with Royal (London) certificate for this
lovely fine used stamp for….….$ 399.00

8. 9d VIOLET SG 047b Die 2b Mint
unhinged, perfect fresh original gum
for……………………………….$ 249.00

9. 2/- MAROON SG 110, Small multiple
wmk Mint Unhinged and perfect
for………………………………….$ 399.00

10. 5/- GREY YELLOW SG 30, Second
watermark, superbly fresh original
gum, very lightly hinged……...$ 799.00

11. 5/- GREY AND DEEP YELLOW BW
44C(D)f , third wmk mint lightly hinged
with broken coast and spence gulf
elongated fresh original gum great
bright fresh colour nice buying
at……………….………………….$ 549.00

4. VICTORIA STAMP DUTY 1886-1900, £5-£9 all cancelled to order as shown, stunning design and quality
set missing from most collections, nice price as I have
seen them on other lists in excess of $1,200 for the
same set, bargain….…………………………………$799.00

12. 5/- GREY YELLOW SG 111, Small
multiple wmk fine used…….…$ 219.00

COLLECTIONS
13. 10/- GREY AND PINK First Watermark superb mint lightly hinged SG 14,
lovely fresh stamp……………...$799.00

14. 10/- GREY AND PINK Small multiple wmk used, a scarce stamp and well
priced………………...……………$229.00
15. £1 BROWN AND BLUE First Watermark SG 15, a very attractive face
copy which has no gum, minor bend
top left, so officially used but without a
postmark. Fill up that space with this
very pretty stamp today for
just………………………………..$ 999.00

16. £1 GREY SG 75, Third watermark
fine used as shown nice price..$199.00

KGV
17. G74 CARMINE ROSE BW 72q(1)f a
mint unhinged Die 2 with a Michael
Drury Certificate………..........$ 499.00

18. 2d DEEP GOLDEN SCARLET BW
102C(OS)a overprinted OS watermark
inverted quite a rare stamp cancelled
Rutherglen with Dr Scott Starling certificate well priced…………..…$ 599.00

19. 4d LIME YELLOW
as shown,
ACSC 110D, A superb fine used example with Scott Starling Certificate,
has a very minute surface thin on a
rare shade a pretty stamp….$ 289.00

20. 1/4 GREENISH BLUE BW 129A, 1/4
Small multiple wmk perforation 14 x 14,
a beautiful mint lightly hinged example
with fresh original gum has a Scott Starl i n g
c e r t if i c a t e ,
w e l l
priced………………………………$ 199.00

21. AUSTRALIA, AAT, COCOS, XMAS IS a rather
large collection of FDC’s
covering the period—AAT
1979-2013, Xmas Island
1996-2013, Cocos 201113—some base cancels
AAT, the lot contains M/
Sheets, sheetlets. Australia covers the period 19942013 housed beautifully mostly on very expensive Vario
pages and loose leaf binders—peel and stick issues,
miniature sheets, Internationals—looks most comprehensive if not complete for the period. The face value
alone for the 6 large folders is almost $1,950 and for
anyone who is prepared to even soak the stamps off the
covers (which are in fact perfect!) still a bargain lot and
also brilliant for a reseller. More than 600++ covers for
just……………………………………………………...$ 549.00
22. GERMANY
a magnificently
presented
collection
housed
in
lighthouse
embossed
Hingeless Royal Blue German
album
and matching
slipcase 18711918 as brand
new. Also has
hingeless pages and stamps included for Post Offices in China, Turkey, New Guinea, SW Africa, Carolines, Kiaochow, Samoa. Belgium, Poland, Rumania etc… The stamps are
most fine used and in the Reich period there is more
than £1750+ in fine used stamps, the rest are sparce
but would be wonderful to work on going forward, contains £2,000++ in Catalogue value which is more than
$3,500+ AU. The album would cost more than $500 just
for the album and pages, bargain for this beautifully
presented collection for just……………………....$ 429.00
23. GERMANY a magnificently presented
collection housed in
lighthouse embossed
Hingeless Royal Blue
German album and
matching
slipcase
1933-1945 which includes
£1,500+
($2600+AU) in catalogue value. A mixture of mint and very fine used stamps in what is in essence a brand new album—which would cost in excess
of $500+ to buy. Included pages for Memel, Bohemia/
Moravia, Gerneral Govt issues overprints etc. Massive
collection stamps are superbly fresh, massive bargain
lot (imaged reduced)……………………………..…$ 329.00

24. HUGE BOX OF SPECIALISED CATALOGUES most
of these are the previous editions of most Stanley Gibbons Cats. And BW Australia as listed, all in good condition and all a great reference to use –14 books Stanley
Gibbons Portugal and Spain 2011, Benelux 2010, China
2006, Russia 2008, South East Asia 2004, Austria/
Hungry 1986, USA 1981, NZ 2010, 1983 KGV1 Bridger
and Kay, BW Kangaroos1999, KGV 2007, Postage Dues
1999, Decimals 1975-1991 2002,1966-75 2002..$ 129.00

11-23 Yachts £400, SG 30 fine used £110, 1923 KGV
joined pairs including mint SG 10, 9, 2/6 and 5/- £325,
Complete mint set joined pairs SG 74-87 1931 definitives (12) pairs £165, lots of back of the book issues,
airmails and officials etc. mostly mint lovely fresh collection, lovely lot………………………………….….$ 629.00
27. SWEDEN an attractive collection housed
in Davo illustrated album,
mostly
used
stamps hinged onto the
pages. There is more
than £1,300++ ($2,270
AU) a nice tidy collection covering the period
1955-1980. While there
are a lot of spaces to fill
(half the fun) there is
more than £600+ in the
first few pages alone.
This has been lovingly
put together and it would be nice to add to and use the
album as is, the lot…………………………………...$149.00

OTHER AUSTRALIA
25. SAMOA a beautifully put together Mint Unhinged
collection covering the period 1935-end of 2016. Superbly presented in three Royal Blue 4 ring binders full
of perfect Hagner pages assorted pockets according to
the issues on the page. This collection is so comprehensive for the period that I believe it is complete or
99% at worst. It includes sets, miniature sheets, special overprints, peel and stick, Officials. There is not
the wmk variety 1962 Kava bowl wmk set but certainly
the rest of the sets for the period. Includes the 20142015 (24) MUH Officials which I have seen on lists for
$180 Australian for the two sets. The other stock is on
other dealers lists in excess of $3,000++ this is a glorious collection which has to be seen to be believed, the
lot three albums for………………………………….$ 749.00

28.5/- BRIDGE SG 143, CTO
as shown, no gum but a perfect stamp for a very competitive price of…………$ 169.00

29.1986 Wildlife strip of 10 showing module 4 at the
base, on a FDC cover which is dated FDC for the 37c
issue, Cancelled Potts Point FDC postmark, how interesting, the strip is Cat. $150 noted for block of 20 however this looks great, be worth soaking off the cover
which is a little aged, anyway what a fun piece…$ 59.00

MYSTERY BOXES
We have lots of new stock just in, try a box today!
30. The large mystery box is ……………………. $139.00
31. The mega mystery box is ………..…………… $229.00
32. The supa-dupa-mega box is…………………...$499.00
26. SOUTH WEST AFRICA a beautifully presented collection mixture of mint and very fine used covering the
period 1897-1990, plus Namibia at the back of the lovely Davo illustrated album where mounts have been
placed in the album for the significant stamps included.
There is almost £2,500 ($4,300 AU) in Catalogue value
includes a mixed set of mint and used 1900 no wmk SG

If you want a box made up to another value, just ask! For those
who have never purchased a mystery box, they can contain
one-country collections; stamps from lots of different countries, both old and modern and mint and used; FDCs and commercial mails; stamps on- and off- paper; duplicated stamps so
you can check for varieties; whole albums; stock-books full
and empty; catalogues the list goes on and on, and no two
boxes are ever the same. They do come with a fun guarantee!

